“Wire-to-Water is a ratio between the electrical energy input to the pumps and the kinetic energy achieved by this input. By optimizing this value for a pump package, operational costs can be reduced while maintaining load requirements.”
Wire-to-Water Efficiency

Systecon developed Wire-to-Water Efficiency in 1984 to determine pump selection and sequencing in order to optimize the performance of pumping systems. Wire-to-Water is a ratio between the electrical energy input to the pumps and the kinetic energy achieved by this input. By optimizing this value for a pump package, operational costs can be reduced while maintaining load requirements.

Wire-to-Water Efficiency is first modeled during pump and system selection, allowing the engineer and owner to select the option which best fits their needs. The Wire-to-Water Efficiency Report is then used during performance testing of the actual pump package to verify sequencing, as there may be slight differences between the theoretical report and the actual pumping system. Systecon has been developing Wire-to-Water for over 30 years, and our models have become extremely accurate. Once a system is up and running, Systecon’s SCRIPT controls will continuously update the Wire-to-Water Efficiency Report to reflect real time data.

Achieving Higher Efficiencies

Operating pumps at their most efficient flow rates will result in optimized system performance. However, it is not always obvious which sequences will produce these results. Using Wire-to-Water in a multiple pump, variable speed system allows for the system to operate in the most efficient manner possible. Simpler systems may run one pump up to a pre-determined capacity, then bring addition pumps online as they become necessary.

This may be the easiest way to control the system, but not the most efficient. In the example below, a real application, we can see that running one pump to near full capacity will result in over 20% efficiency loss compared to two pumps maintaining the same flow conditions. The system is also less efficient with one pump running at 1421 GPM than with two pumps maintaining this flow rate. Wire-to-Water efficiency allows us to determine the exact point when the system should change pump operation so that energy is not wasted.